With increasing age, cognitively healthy people may show substantial β-amyloid (Aβ) and hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) protein accumulation and deposits.^[@R1]^ This process can be seen as pathologic change in normal aging, or in the evolution of Alzheimer disease (AD).^[@R2],[@R3]^ As such, the cascade of biological processes underlying AD can occur decades before the onset of AD-related symptoms.^[@R1],[@R4]^ Capturing age and AD-related pathologic change prior to onset of noticeable symptoms can be promising for early identification of individuals at risk for developing AD.^[@R5]^

The characteristic spatial pattern of Aβ distribution as described by Braak and Braak^[@R6]^ suggests that Aβ spreads from regions exhibiting Aβ to interconnected neuronal regions though large-scale cellular networks.^[@R7]^ Advances in MRI analysis and graph theory have made it possible to study this brain network organization,^[@R8]^ which have been extensively applied in studies on aging and AD-related cognitive decline.^[@R9],[@R10]^ Research on the association between early Aβ accumulation and brain network topology have used proxies for Aβ accumulation, such as CSF^[@R11]^ or Aβ PET.^[@R12]^ However, CSF is a nonregional specific marker of pathologic state, and Aβ PET primarily binds to fibrillar dense-core Aβ aggregates rather than non-neuritic diffuse plaques, which are generally seen in early stages of Aβ accumulation.^[@R13],[@R14]^

Our aim was to investigate the radiologic--pathologic association between pathologically defined early-stage Aβ and p-tau load and structural network topologic measures of centrality, integration, and segregation in non-neurologic brain donors, using a unique within-subject postmortem MRI and histopathology approach.

Methods {#s1}
=======

Standard protocol approvals, registrations, and patient consents {#s1-1}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Prior to death, all donors were registered with the body bequest program at the Department of Anatomy and Neurosciences, Amsterdam UMC--location VUmc, Amsterdam, the Netherlands. All donors gave written informed consent for the use of their tissue and medical records for research purposes. MRI, autopsy, radiologic (F.B.), and neuropathologic (A.J.M.R.) assessment were done through the Normal Aging Brain Collection Amsterdam (NABCA) pipeline ([nabca.eu](http://nabca.eu/)).^[@R15]^ Permission for performing MRI, autopsies, and use of tissue was granted by the institutional ethics review board.

Donor inclusion {#s1-2}
---------------

From the NABCA biobank, donors were selected based on the following inclusion and exclusion criteria. (1) No clinical diagnosis of neurodegenerative disease in their medical history. (2) Availability of in situ MRI without signs of overt neurodegenerative or major vascular disease. (3) Availability of a neuropathologic diagnosis,^[@R15]^ and if present, with pathology meeting criteria for no or low AD pathologic change according to the National Institute of Aging--Alzheimer\'s Association (NIA-AA) guidelines,^[@R16],[@R17]^ and without other neurologic disease.

Data availability {#s1-3}
-----------------

Data are available upon reasonable request through NABCA ([nabca.eu](http://nabca.eu/)).^[@R15]^

In situ MRI acquisition and volume measurements {#s1-4}
-----------------------------------------------

In situ (brain still in cranium) imaging data were collected with a 3T whole-body MRI system (Signa, MR750; GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) using an 8-channel head coil. Structural imaging involved the use of a sagittal 3D T1-weighted fast spoiled gradient-echo sequence (repetition time \[TR\], 7 ms; echo time \[TE\], 3 ms; inversion time \[TI\], 450 ms; 15° flip angle; slice thickness 1.0 mm; in-plane resolution 1.0 × 1.0 mm^2^) for cortical gray matter (GM) segmentation, and a 3D fluid-attenuated inversion recovery image (FLAIR; TR, 8,000 ms; TE, 130 ms; TI, 2,000--2,250 ms \[optimized per case to account for temperature differences leading to variable CSF suppression\], sagittal slice thickness 1.2 mm; in‐plane resolution 1.11 × 1.11 mm^2^) for detection of white matter (WM) abnormalities. In addition, 2D echoplanar diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) was performed (TR, 7,400 ms; TE, 92 ms; slice thickness 2 mm; in-plane resolution 2.0 × 2.0 mm^2^), using a twice refocused SE diffusion technique with 30 noncollinear gradient-encoding directions with b values = 700 seconds/mm^2^ and 5 nonweighted volumes. From 3D T1 images, normalized whole brain, WM, and GM volume was estimated using SIENAX (part of FSL 5.0.9; [fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/](http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/))^[@R18]^ and normalized hippocampal volume using FIRST (part of FSL) after lesion filling.

Construction of structural connectomes {#s1-5}
--------------------------------------

WM abnormalities were segmented on FLAIR images using multiview convolutional neural network with batch normalization followed by manual editing, yielding lesion maps, which were registered to the 3D T1 images. Lesion refilling was performed using LEAP^[@R19]^ to minimize the impact of lesions on subsequent automated segmentations. The transformation between 3DT1 and diffusion-weighted images was derived by using boundary-based registration.^[@R20]^ The diffusion-weighted images were corrected for motion and eddy current distortion using FMRIB\'s Diffusion Toolbox (FSL-FDT; part of FSL 5.0.9). A surface based version of the automated anatomical labeling atlas was used to parcellate the cortex into 78 areas^[@R21]^ and FIRST (part of FSL) was used to delineate deep GM, constituting a total 92 nodes. Subsequently, bedpostx was run to build up diffusion parameter distributions at each voxel, after which probabilistic tractography was conducted (probtrackx2, part of FSL, 5,000 streamlines per voxel) to obtain probabilistic maps of WM connections running between all pairs of nodes, resulting in a nonweighted 92 × 92 structural network for each participant. The tractography was corrected for seed volume, target volume, and (multiplied by) length of tracts.^[@R22]^

Computation of graph theory measures {#s1-6}
------------------------------------

The resulting connectivity matrixes were analyzed in MATLAB (MATLAB R2012a, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2000). The matrix was symmetrized by computing the average between the original matrix and its transpose. The edges were thresholded (range 5%--45%, increments of 5%) to reduce the number of false-positive connections; the top 20% strongest links were retained, which approximates the most optimal balance in cost vs efficiency of the brain.^[@R23]^ Subsequently the edges were binarized. Similarity between the topographic location of the edges between cases was determined using the Dice^[@R24]^ similarity coefficient. The average (±SD) Dice similarity coefficient was 0.82 (±0.02), indicating good correspondence between participants in terms of the location of connections. From the binarized matrix, graph theoretical characteristics were computed using the Brain Connectivity Toolbox as described previously.^[@R25]^ In the current study, we included network degree as a measure of centrality,^[@R25]^ global efficiency as a measure of integration, and local efficiency as a measure of segregation^[@R26]^ ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Visual representation of graph measures\
(A) Degree: higher degree regions (e.g., filled in orange) have more connections.^[@R25]^ (B) Global efficiency provides a measure for how easily information can be transmitted from one side of the network to the other (dark line), taking the inverse of the average path length between nodes. Local efficiency (top left in green) is defined as the inverse of the shortest path length between connected nodes that are neighbors with the node of interest. The shortest path is defined as number of steps, or links, between network nodes.^[@R26]^ (C) Clustering coefficient is defined as the fraction of triangles around a node (green node) and represents the degree to which neighbors of a node tend to also be connected.^[@R25]^](NEUROLOGY2019001867FF1){#F1}

Network degree of a brain region (node) is defined by the number of connections (edges) that link the region to other brain regions (nodes). A high degree means that a region is highly connected to other regions.^[@R25]^

Global efficiency is the average inverse number of edges that need to be traveled to go from one node to the other in the network (inverse of the average path length).

Local efficiency is defined as the inverse of the shortest path length (number of steps, or links, between network nodes) between connected nodes that are neighbors with the node of interest.

Clustering is defined as the fraction of triangles around a node and represents the degree to which neighbors of a node tend to also be connected.

To indicate regions as "hubs" (the regions with the top 10% highest connections), for each region within a participant network degree and betweenness centrality (the fraction of all shortest paths in the network that contain a given node)^[@R25]^ were calculated. Subsequently, median network degree and median betweenness centrality were calculated for a region across all participants. Finally, these 2 measures were independently inverse ranked and summed. The highest rank scores indicated hub regions.

Tissue sampling of cortical regions {#s1-7}
-----------------------------------

After in situ MRI, the donor was transported to the mortuary for subsequent rapid autopsy of the brain. From the right hemisphere, tissue blocks were dissected according to a strict anatomical protocol^[@R15]^ to ensure consensus in regions across participants. For the current study, tissue blocks from 12 standardized cortical brain regions were collected: the precuneus, posterior cingulum, frontal pole, middle frontal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, temporal pole, superior frontal cortex, insula cortex, anterior cingulate cortex, middle temporal cortex, and occipital cortex. In addition, the middle hippocampus with the entorhinal cortex was dissected.

Immunostaining for Aβ and p-tau {#s1-8}
-------------------------------

Serial sections of paraffin-embedded tissue blocks were cut at 20 μm (Leica \[Newcastle, UK\] Microtome) and mounted onto glass slides. A Nissl staining (for anatomical orientation) and Aβ immunohistochemistry was performed on all 12 cortical regions. For measuring p-tau pathology, sections were cut at 6 μm of 8 cortical regions (precuneus, anterior and posterior cingulate, superior and middle frontal cortex, inferior parietal cortex, middle temporal cortex, and entorhinal cortex).

Sections were deparaffinized and rehydrated in a graded series of xylene and ethanol before following a standard Nissl protocol. The sections for the Aβ immunostaining were deparaffinized and rehydrated, after which they were washed in Tris-buffered saline (TBS) followed by antigen retrieval in citrate buffer (pH 6.0) at a temperature of 95° for 30 minutes. After cooling down for approximately 45 minutes, they were again washed in TBS followed by an 80% formic acid block for 5 minutes. The sections were subsequently rinsed for 10 minutes in running demi water and a 5-minute wash in TBS. This was followed by preventing background noise by bleaching for the endogenous peroxidase for 20 minutes (0.3% H~2~O~2~ in 50% ethanol) and another 3 × 5 minutes wash with TBS. Finally, the sections were incubated with a primary mouse anti-Aβ antibody (6F/3D, 1:1,000; Dako, Glostrup, Denmark) in a blocking solution (2% bovine serum albumin in TBS-Tx) for approximately 24 hours at 4°.

The second day commenced with a 3 × 5 minutes wash in TBS, followed by a 1-hour incubation at room temperature with Envision (horseradish peroxidase mouse). This was followed by a 2 × 5 minutes TBS wash and a 5-minute Tris-HCl wash, after which the peroxidase reaction was developed with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride dehydrate (DAB; Dako) as a chromogen. The sections were subsequently washed in Tris-HCl and running demi water, followed by a hematoxylin counterstain for 1 minute, which was developed by running tap water for 5 minutes. Finally, the sections were dehydrated and cleared in a graded series of ethanol and xylene, and closed with entellan and a coverslip.

The 6-μm sections were automatically immunostained with Ventana Benchmark Ultra (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) using standard CC1 pretreatment and incubation with prediluted primary antibodies against p-tau (AT8; 1:10.000, Innogenetics, Alpharetta, GA).

Semiquantitative and quantitative scoring of Aβ {#s1-9}
-----------------------------------------------

A semiquantitative analysis of Aβ was manually performed on a light microscope (Leica). Each section was placed under the microscope at 200× magnification for an in-depth assessment of the types of plaques present across the section, including diffuse, classic, subpial, and perivascular Aβ depositions.^[@R27]^ These were scored on a 4-point scale (0 = none; 1 = sparse \[1 or 2 depositions\]; 2 = \[more than 2 depositions or in multiple places\]; 3 = frequent \[multiple larger depositions in different areas, covering (almost) all of the cortical area\]).

The quantitative analysis was performed using a brightfield microscope (Leica, DM5000B; Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany) with a Nuance camera (Nuance 3.02; Perkin Elmer Inc., Hopkinton, MA). With a 100× magnification, cortical areas that contained all 6 layers within the field of view were photographed in a systematic manner as "cubes." Each section contained a minimum of 3 and maximum of 10 cubes. Parts of WM and blood vessels within a cube were manually excluded. The load of Aβ pathology was subsequently quantified as the percentage area of Aβ deposits within the image cubes with the multispectral imaging system. The specific spectra of DAB and hematoxylin were used to unmix the image cubes, and the Nuance software colocalization tool was used to calculate the percentage Aβ deposits in each cube ([figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). For each cortical region, an average percentage Aβ was calculated across cubes. The final dataset consisted of 145 analyzed tissue sections.

![Morphology and distribution of β-amyloid (Aβ) pathology\
(A) Morphology of Aβ depositions. From left to right: classic plaque, diffuse plaques, Aβ around vessels, and subpial plaque depositions. Scale bar = 100 μm. (B) Distribution of Aβ pathology (mean and SEM). Across cortical regions in all cases, there was more average area percent Aβ accumulation in the frontal cortex (in green) and parietal cortex (in purple) than in the temporal cortex (in orange), cingulate cortex (in blue), occipital cortex (OC; in yellow), and insular cortex (INS; in gray). (C) Indications of area percentage Aβ (in yellow) in cubes as measured with the Nuance spectral imager. Scale bar = 200 μm. Enth = entorhinal cortex; FP = frontal pole; GFM = middle frontal gyrus; GFS = superior frontal gyrus; GPI = inferior parietal gyrus; GTM = middle temporal gyrus; MCC = middle cingulate cortex; PCC = posterior cingulate cortex; Prec = precuneus; TP = temporal pole.](NEUROLOGY2019001867FF2){#F2}

Semiquantitative scoring of p-tau {#s1-10}
---------------------------------

For the analysis of p-tau load, percentage area would not be a suitable method in this cohort, as AT8 immunoreactivity is sparse and values would be small. Therefore we adapted a semiquantitative method, which was performed manually on a light microscope (Leica). Each section was placed under the microscope at 100× and 200× magnification for an in-depth assessment of presence of p-tau immunoreactivity. Presence of p-tau included any AT8 immunoreactivity such as threads (pre-)tangles, dystrophic neurites, or thorny or fuzzy astrocytes in all layers of the cortex. This was subsequently scored on a 4-point scale, adapted from a scoring method by Alafuzoff and et al.^[@R28]^ Scoring consisted of 0 = absent AT8 immunoreactivity; 1 = very sparse AT8 immunoreactivity (\<∼5 observations throughout the section, only visible with 200× magnification), which is less than the "low +" scoring by Alafuzoff et al.^[@R28]^; 2 = sparse AT8 immunoreactivity (barely noted at 100× magnification), similar to the "low +" scoring by Alafuzoff et al.^[@R28]^; 3 = moderate AT8 immunoreactivity (easily seen at both magnifications); and 4 = high AT8 immunoreactivity (seen even without the microscope), similar to the "moderate ++" and "high +++" scoring method of Alafuzoff et al.^[@R28]^

Statistical analysis {#s1-11}
--------------------

Descriptive and statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS 22.0 for Windows (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). With a bivariate correlation, the relationship between Aβ load and age was assessed, with a Kruskal-Wallis test assessing the relationship between Aβ load and genotype. To account for multiple (i.e., 12) brain regions within cases (i.e., non-independent, nested data), the relationship between network measures and percent Aβ load or p-tau was assessed with (multiple) linear mixed models. The graph theoretical measures were the dependent variables, percent Aβ load or p-tau the main effect factors, with age, sex, and postmortem delay as covariates. The intercept was included as random effect. *p* Values \< 0.05 were considered significant. For the independent regional analyses (i.e., the 12 regions with tissue sections), the Benjamini and Hochberg false discovery rate (FDR) correction for multiple comparisons was applied.^[@R29]^

Results {#s2}
=======

Donor characteristics {#s2-1}
---------------------

Brain sections from 14 donors (8 female/6 male) with an average age of 73 years (range 59--87) were included in the study. Mean (±SD) postmortem delay was 9 hours 18 minutes (±3 hours). Most participants had atrophy scores as expected for their age (for example, medial temporal atrophy scores \>2 for adults over 75 years of age).^[@R30]^ Eleven decedents showed Aβ pathology, but this did not exceed Thal phase 3 (e.g., depositions in striatum or thalamus, but not brainstem regions).^[@R31]^ Eleven decedents showed p-tau pathology, but this did not exceed Braak neurofibrillary tangle (NFT) stage 2 (NFTs not beyond the entorhinal cortex).^[@R6]^ [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} provides demographic, neuropathologic, and radiologic details of the donors. There was no relationship between percent Aβ load and age, or Aβ load and *APOE* genotype.

###### 

Demographic, neuropathologic, genetic, and radiologic details of included donors

![](NEUROLOGY2019001867TT1)

Aβ and p-tau morphology and load {#s2-2}
--------------------------------

Ten decedents showed Aβ depositions in the selected cortical regions. When Aβ depositions were present, they predominantly consisted of diffuse plaques (median 2; range 1--3). A few subpial depositions, classic plaques, and perivascular Aβ depositions were also observed (all median 0; range 0--3 for subpial and perivascular Aβ depositions and range 0--2 for classic plaque depositions). Regarding variation of plaque types, 96 (of 145 included) tissue sections showed some Aβ pathology; 32 tissue sections had only 1 type of plaque present (diffuse plaques), 19 tissue sections had 2 types of plaques (13 diffuse and subpial, 3 diffuse and classical, 3 diffuse and perivascular depositions), 37 sections had 3 types of plaques (28 diffuse, subpial, and classic, 7 diffuse, subpial, and perivascular depositions, and 2 diffuse, classic, and perivascular depositions), and 8 sections had all 4 types of plaques present across 6 different regions (anterior cingulate, middle frontal cortex, temporal pole, entorhinal cortex, inferior parietal lobe, and occipital lobe).

In cases with amyloid depositions, distribution of Aβ pathology average area percent Aβ load (±SEM) was more abundant in frontal (5.09 ± 1.35) and parietal (4.87 ± 1.82) regions than in the temporal (2.58 ± 0.58), cingulate (2.19 ± 0.79), occipital (1.63 ± 0.39), and insula (1.26 ± 0.65) regions (see [figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

Twelve cases showed sparse p-tau positivity. Cortical regions that contained AT8 immunoreactivity were the entorhinal cortex, middle temporal cortex, superior and middle frontal cortex, precuneus, inferior parietal cortex, and anterior and posterior cingulate cortex. Fifty-seven (of 95 included) tissue sections showed some AT8 immunoreactivity: 50 sections "very sparse" reactivity, 5 sections "sparse" reactivity (case 10 anterior and posterior cingulate cortex and temporal cortex; cases 11 and 12 entorhinal cortex), and 2 sections "moderate" reactivity (case 10 and 14 entorhinal cortex).

Relationship between Aβ load and global and regional volume {#s2-3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

When assessing the association between average percent Aβ load across all included regions and independent measures of normalized global brain volume, normalized GM volume, and normalized WM volume, there was no association between Aβ load and these volume measures. In addition, there was no association between Aβ load and volume of the left and right hippocampus.

Tractography: identification of hub regions {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------

The 10% highest ranked degree and betweenness centrality regions, also referred to as hubs, were the (left and right) putamen, (left and right) thalamus, (left and right) posterior cingulate cortex, (right and left) pallidum, and right olfactory cortex, respectively. When only considering cortical regions, the (left and right) posterior cingulate cortex, (left and right) precuneus, (left and right) olfactory cortex, right insular cortex, and right superior parietal cortex were hub regions, which overlap to what has been found in the in vivo literature.^[@R32],[@R33]^

For our analysis, 12 right hemispheric cortical regions were selected, and presence of both high and low hub regions were confirmed; the posterior cingulate, insula, and precuneus had the highest hubness and the middle frontal cortex and inferior parietal cortex the lowest hubness ([figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Average structural connectivity matrix and distribution of hubness across cortical regions of the right hemisphere\
(A) The structural connectivity matrix was computed on a whole-brain (92 nodes) level. Shown here is the average binary matrix across 14 subjects. (B) Hub rank (based on network degree and betweenness centrality) of the right hemisphere across 14 subjects, partitioned according to the automated anatomical labeling (AAL) atlas. Highest summed rank regions (top) to lowest summed rank regions (bottom). Highlighted in red are the tissue regions included in our model assessing association between β-amyloid load and structural network topology.](NEUROLOGY2019001867FF3){#F3}

Relationship between Aβ load and network topology {#s2-5}
-------------------------------------------------

On a global, whole brain level (n = 14 cases), an association between average percent Aβ load and global efficiency was found (β = −0.83 × 10^−3^ \[95% confidence interval (CI) −1.4 × 10^−3^, −0.2 × 10^−3^\]; *p* = 0.014) ([figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that higher Aβ load is related to lower global efficiency. This result remained significant at thresholds 15%--25% ([table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). On a local level (n = 145 sections across 12 regions), a significant association between percent Aβ load and degree (β = −0.47 \[95% CI −0.91, −0.03\]; *p* = 0.034), clustering (β = −0.55 × 10^−2^ \[95% CI −0.1, −0.1 × 10^−2^\]; *p* = 0.043), and local efficiency (β = 3.16 × 10^−3^ \[95% CI 0.2 × 10^−3^, 6.1 × 10^−3^\]; *p* = 0.035) was found. This indicates that higher Aβ load is related to lower degree and higher local efficiency. These results did not change when controlling for presence of p-tau. The network topology measures appear robust at thresholds ranging from 5% to 35% for degree and 20%--35% for local efficiency and clustering ([table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

![Relationship between network topology and area percent β-amyloid (Aβ) load\
(A) Relationship between global efficiency and average Aβ load of a subject, corrected for postmortem delay (R2 = 0.15) (dotted line, 95% confidence interval \[CI\]). (B) A higher percent Aβ load is related to lower degree in the posterior cingulate cortex (R^2^ = 0.63) (dotted line, 95% CI). (C) A higher percent Aβ load is related to a higher local efficiency in the posterior cingulate cortex (R^2^ = 0.41) (dotted line, 95% CI). (D) A higher percent Aβ load is related to a lower clustering in the precuneus (R^2^ = 0.57) (dotted line, 95% CI).](NEUROLOGY2019001867FF4){#F4}

###### 

Relationship between network topology measures and β-amyloid load at different network thresholds

![](NEUROLOGY2019001867TT2)

When exploring regional network topology within each of the 12 cortical regions for degree, local efficiency, and clustering, significant associations between regional area percent Aβ load and degree were found in the posterior cingulate (β = −2.22 \[95% CI −3.08, −1.35\]; FDR *p* = 0.002) and frontal pole (β = 0.73 \[95% CI 0.01, 1.45\]; FDR *p* = 0.08), the latter one not surviving FDR correction for multiple comparisons. This indicates that a higher percent Aβ load is related to a lower degree of the posterior cingulate ([figures 4B and 5](#F4 F5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, a significant association between regional Aβ load and local efficiency was found for the posterior cingulate (β = 1.01 × 10^−2^ \[95% CI 0.26 × 10^−2^, 1.76 × 10^−2^\]; FDR *p* = 0.02) ([figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), meaning more Aβ load is related to a higher local efficiency in the posterior cingulate. A significant association between regional Aβ load and clustering was found for the precuneus (β = −0.91 × 10^−2^ \[95% CI −1.61 × 10^−2^, −0.21 × 10^−2^\]; FDR *p* = 0.028) and posterior cingulate (β = −3.03 × 10^−2^ \[95% CI −6.22 × 10^−2^, 0.15 × 10^−2^\]; FDR *p* = 0.1), the latter one not surviving FDR correction. This indicates that a higher percent Aβ load is related to a lower clustering in the precuneus ([figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These results seem robust for degree of the posterior cingulate at thresholds ranging from 10% to 35% ([table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}); for local efficiency and clustering, the results appear less robust at different thresholds.

![Two non-neurologic cases with differential pathologic burden and network topology\
(A) A 77-year-old man without β-amyloid (Aβ) pathologic burden in the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) of the right hemisphere (case 9 from [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). (B) A 68-year-old woman with 7% Aβ pathologic burden in the PCC (case 1 from [table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}) of the right hemisphere. Presence of Aβ load in the PCC is related to fewer connections between the PCC (in red) and cortical (gray) areas. Scale bar: 1 mm.](NEUROLOGY2019001867FF5){#F5}

###### 

False discovery rate--corrected *p* values for relationship between regional network topology measures and β-amyloid load at different network thresholds

![](NEUROLOGY2019001867TT3)

When only taking into account sections that contained Aβ load (i.e., excluding sections without pathology), association with global efficiency (n = 10 cases; *p* = 0.066) and network degree (n = 96 tissue sections; *p* = 0.062) were no longer significant. A significant association between Aβ load and clustering (β = −0.62 × 10^−2^ \[95% CI −1.22 × 10^−2^, −0.01 × 10^−2^\]; *p* = 0.045) and local efficiency (β = 3.54 × 10^−3^ \[95% CI 0.31 × 10^−3^, 6.78 × 10^−3^\]; *p* = 0.032) was still observed. Regionally, the association between Aβ load and clustering and local efficiency was no longer significant (respectively *p* = 0.143 and *p* = 0.054), while the association between Aβ load and network degree remained significant (β = −2.36 \[95% CI −3.68, −1.03\]; FDR *p* = 0.01).

Relationship between p-tau load and network topology {#s2-6}
----------------------------------------------------

On a global, whole brain level (n = 14), no association between presence of p-tau immunoreactivity and global efficiency was found. On a local level (n = 95 sections across 8 regions), no significant association between the semiquantitative scoring of p-tau and degree or local efficiency was found. These results showed no change at different thresholds (5%--45%). When exploring regional network topology within each of the 8 cortical regions for degree, local efficiency, and clustering, only a trend associations between p-tau and clustering was found for the anterior cingulate cortex (*p* = 0.052; not FDR corrected).

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this study, we sought to investigate the association between Aβ and p-tau load and structural network topology in non-neurologic brain donors with no or low AD-related pathologic change. Using our combined postmortem in situ MRI and histopathology approach, an association was found between higher Aβ load, predominantly of diffuse type, and measures of lower integration (global efficiency), lower centrality (degree), and lower segregation (lower centrality and higher local efficiency) of brain network organization. Of the analyzed regions, this was particularly the case for the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus. Changes in network topology in these regions may be explored as an early biological marker for microstructural changes related to Aβ pathology.

Staging of Aβ deposition throughout the brain has been described by Thal et al.^[@R31]^ through postmortem investigation of patients with and without dementia and AD-related pathology. In our study of non-neurologic cases who did not meet the pathologic criteria for AD, most cortical regions showed some extent of Aβ pathology, of which the frontal and parietal regions were generally more abundantly involved, which is consistent with previous findings in the literature.^[@R1],[@R6]^ In addition, Aβ plaques are commonly classified into diffuse or classic plaques based on their morphology.^[@R27]^ Although both types (diffuse and classic) were seen in our cases, they were predominantly of diffuse type. The sequential development of plaques is up for debate: some researchers argue that diffuse plaques evolve over time into dense core plaques,^[@R34]^ while others propose that morphologically distinct plaques have different origins.^[@R35]^ Nevertheless, diffuse plaques are seen more frequently in the earliest stages of Aβ plaque formation, as shown in our and other studies,^[@R27]^ and are more difficult to capture with in vivo PET.^[@R36]^

The preclinical phases of AD are generally associated with Aβ depositions in the absence of p-tau pathology outside the medial temporal lobe.^[@R37],[@R38]^ Due to the sparsity of p-tau in our cohort, mainly some pretangles and aging-related tau astrogliopathy, no association with network topologic measures of integration, centrality, and segregation was found.

A major strength of the current study is the feasibility to create a structural network with subsequent network topology with postmortem in situ MRI data. In situ DTI tractography has shown to be feasible postmortem,^[@R39]^ and structural network topology has been derived from in situ MRI cases based on a group-based structural connectivity atlas in healthy patients in vivo.^[@R40]^ To our knowledge, this study is the first to derive network topology from single-subject in situ MRI cases. Relating network topology results from our study to the in vivo literature, overlap in the highly connected (or hub) regions was seen, such as the precuneus, posterior cingulate, and insular cortex.^[@R32],[@R33]^ Future postmortem in situ MRI studies will need to assess whether other network topology measures (e.g., modularity) show similar consistencies in vivo and in situ.

Structural network alterations in the context of regional Aβ accumulation have been explored in vivo.^[@R7],[@R11],[@R41][@R42][@R43]^ However, most of these studies assessed this relationship across different (e.g., diagnostic) groups, rendering it impossible to interpret a linear association within one specific group (e.g., early Aβ accumulation). For instance, a study by Prescott and colleagues,^[@R12]^ who used Aβ PET to identify regions with Aβ load, found increased cortical Aβ accumulation across diagnostic groups (normal cognition, mild cognitive impairment, and AD) to be associated with a decrease in network degree and local efficiency. In turn, only one study looked at the association between single-subject network topology and continuous Aβ CSF levels in cognitively normal adults. This study found an association between lower Aβ CSF levels (suggesting Aβ accumulation) and lower network degree and lower global efficiency,^[@R41]^ which is in line with the results from our study, suggesting a link between incipient Aβ pathology and reduced centrality and information integration.

Also in line with the study by Tijms et al.^[@R41]^ is the association between Aβ load and a less segregated brain organization. Although there are many methodologic differences between our study and the Tijms et al.^[@R41]^ study, such as method of calculating connectivity (GM structure vs probabilistic tractography) and measure of Aβ load (CSF vs immunohistopathology), they seem to pick up on the same biological process. Nevertheless, further studies are warranted to assess the association between local network clustering and efficiency and Aβ load and accumulation.

A study by Palmqvist and colleagues^[@R44]^ showed that earliest accumulation of Aβ PET occurs within the precuneus and medial orbitofrontal and posterior cingulate cortex, and that Aβ starts accumulating before overt metabolic or atrophy changes. In accordance, Voevodskaya and colleagues^[@R11]^ found changes in network topology to occur before any detectable atrophy in CSF Aβ-positive cognitively normal adults. From our study it can also tentatively be inferred that network topology in the posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus may be a more sensitive marker for early Aβ accumulation than global, GM, or WM atrophy or hippocampal volume, since the latter measures showed no relationship with Aβ load. As such, within the Amyloid, Tau and Neurodegeneration \[AT(N)\] research framework as proposed by NIA-AA,^[@R3]^ (global or regional) brain network organization changes may be considered as an addition to the (N) group, although cutoff points would need to be explored.

The posterior cingulate cortex has been shown to be a pivotal region susceptible to normal and pathologic aging processes such as Aβ depositions.^[@R45]^ Aβ is believed to disrupt glial support,^[@R46]^ synaptic function,^[@R47]^ axonal transport,^[@R48]^ and/or cell--cell signaling.^[@R49]^ Although a causal relationship between Aβ accumulation and network topology cannot be inferred from our study, further research is necessary to elucidate the interplay of these mechanisms and the potential role for network topology as an early biological marker for microstructural changes related to Aβ pathology.

Clinical information on the included donors was very limited, and no assessment of cognitive status was available, which can be seen as a limitation of our study. A second limitation is the small number of cases, although a previous in vivo study showed feasibility of structural network topology with fewer subjects (n = 5)^[@R50]^; the observed variation in results at different thresholds may be reflected by this limitation. Nevertheless, the topologic measure of degree shows to be relatively robust at different thresholds in our sample. Furthermore, graph theoretical measures such as nodal global and local efficiency may be influenced by a node\'s network degree. There has not been an optimal methodologic suggestion to account for this,^[@R51]^ and therefore it remains a subject of debate. Finally, although we corrected for possible confounders such as age, sex, and postmortem delay in our study, other factors (e.g., body temperature and other pathologic processes upon death) may influence MRI acquisition and structural network topology and need to be taken into consideration when translating results from the in situ to the in vivo setting. Future imaging studies should further investigate the association between Aβ accumulation, in situ network topology, in vivo network topology, and cognitive outcome in healthy aging and AD.

Clinicopathologic studies indicate that low levels of AD-related pathologic change in cognitively unimpaired individuals are associated with subtle cognitive deficits, specifically within the attention and working memory domain.^[@R52]^ Our study adds to this concept by showing that low levels of AD-related pathologic change are associated with (region-specific) changes in brain network organization. Combined, this suggests an interplay between early AD-related pathologic change, brain network organization, and cognition, which may aid identification of individuals at risk for developing AD.

Understanding the histopathologic signature of structural network topology in decedents without dementia is instrumental for the interpretation of structural network alteration in the living elderly, and by extension in pathologic aging such as AD. This study also highlights the potential importance of posterior cingulate cortex and precuneus network topology as an early marker of Aβ pathologic change.
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